
 

  

The 450 HTC features a distinctive exterior with a sweeping full-

length glass roof, infusing the interior with vibrancy. The retract-

able targa roof opens the cockpit to sunlight, while enhanced 

hardtop handling caters to discerning yacht owners.

The main deck divides into two distinct leisure zones, conveniently 

accessed via starboard sliding doors adjacent to the helm. The 

foldable bimini and front-facing seat offer additional protection 

against the elements. The cockpit facilitates all-around boarding 

through a full-sized hydraulic stern platform and the innovative 

Beach Mode, employing semi-glazed panels. 

Drop these panels to expand space during mooring, inviting guests 

to engage in exciting activities like diving, fishing, or sunbathing. 

The bath platform doubles as a lift for water toys and ensures easy 

entry to the stern-facing grill area.

Internally, a classic layout unfolds, featuring a repositioned rest 

area, separated from the cockpit by sliding glass doors. The galley 

and helm station are moved forward, while the cabins are nestled 

on the lower deck.

Accommodating four passengers in style, the lower level compris-

es a mid-ship master and a forward VIP, both exuding substantial 

volume and storage. Larger groups have the option of a three-cab-

in layout with bunk beds. The lower-level bathrooms boast heads 

and showers with standing height.

With a range of luxurious finishes and an extensive selection of 

additional equipment, the 450 HTC allows for complete custom-

ization, appealing to flybridge enthusiasts seeking a substantial 

upgrade beyond industry norms within this segment.

Derived from the flybridge variant, the 450 HTC inherits a plethora 

of distinctive innovations and space-allocation features while pre-

senting a more sporty design.
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The striking exterior is highlighted 

by a full-length glass roof brighte-

ning the interior

Retractable awning over the cockpit shades the area      

Engage Beach Mode and lower the platform for easy access to the water      



 

Separated head and shower for extra comfort      

 

Midship owner’s cabin streaches the whole beam of the yacht      

Bow VIP cabin is bright and inviting      Double seat and sliding doors at the helm      

  

Great entertainment and leisure area in the 

saloon
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      With Beach Mode opened, guests will find plenty of space       Retractable sunroof is a definate highlight of the 450 HTC

      Ample cockpit space for dining       Glazed balconies liven the outside during mooring

LAYOUTS

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

4  –  with Beach mode, balconies down      7 – bare hull (hull with appendance)
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category
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